Chinese Language Learning For Adults Mastercomm

immerse yourself in the fascinating charm of the chinese culture whilst learning the chinese language and enjoying an unforgettable holiday language students may choose from a variety of different chinese courses we offer courses for beginners standard and advanced courses group and individual courses and even extended length courses, chinasprout promotes learning of chinese language and culture by providing chinese and english books relating to chinese language chinese test chinese food chinese zodiac chinese symbols chinese music chinese tea chinese calligraphy chinese new year moon festival spring festival dragon boat festival and chinese arts we also sell chinese crafts chinese clothes and silk clothing, linda mandarin is an excellent chinese language school that offers high quality and professional mandarin courses to help people who are interested in learning the language with outstanding teachers and a wide variety of courses available you will be able to master the chinese language in singapore, learn how to speak the chinese language with chinese classes courses and audio and video in chinese including phrases chinese characters pinyin pronunciation grammar resources lessons and, chinese language learning for adults integrated chinese for ap chinese one of the most popular college level textbook series integrated chinese helps you understand how the chinese language works grammatically and how to use chinese in real life materials within integrated chinese are divided into sections of listening speaking reading, adult chinese language spring 2019 spring registration is now open classes start on april 8 china institutes immersive group classes led by experienced language teachers offer a wide range of chinese language courses at every proficiency level from beginner to advanced, learning chinese for beginners pdf it is not easy to know how and where to start learning a new language digmandarin is an expert and specialist at the best ways to learn mandarin chinese with a large amount of learning resources materials tips and suggestions for beginners as well as intermediate and even expert students, how to learn chinese the chinese game for beginners kids amp adults free lessons and exercises to practice read write and speak this language by yourself 4 activities and exam test for each topic 36 topics and 3 levels basic alphabet letters numbers colors verbs food intermediate week days animals clothes body , learn basic mandarin with
fluenz founder sonia gil with this lesson you will learn what you will need to survive on your first day abroad click here
to learn more about the fluenz method www, these days there is an app for just about everything so it isn’t a surprise at all
that there are apps for learning mandarin chinese can they really help heck yes especially if you know what you need and
get the right app with the best fit which we guide you through in this post shopping, chinese language learning center
hawaii xia wei yi zhong wen xue xi zhong xin, mandarin chinese is a difficult language to learn especially given its
unintuitive pronunciations and use of characters rather than an alphabet system learning chinese can be a daunting idea
and often many beginner students don’t know where to start, for chinese beginners a good text book can be as important
as a good teacher from a good text book about chinese learning the chinese beginners can not only learn chinese in a more
exact way but also learn chinese in a more effective way the following 5 books are very popular among chinese
beginners, want to learn mandarin singapore offers no better place than our chinese language school located smack in the
heartbeat of orchard road our programmes are designed with great care and taught in small group class for better learning
experience learn chinese in singapore at yi mandarin find out more, chinese is not a phonetic language and the characters
do not bear any resemblance to actual pronunciation chinese is often referred to as a language of pictographs there are
about 56 000 characters but the vast majority of these are archaic it is commonly felt that a well educated contemporary
chinese might know and use between 6 000 and 8 000, currently we have 2 chinese teachers available and 3 existing adult
classes with different levels the fee for adult classes in 2018 will be r1 500 00 for every 10 weeks 2 hours a lesson which
must be paid in advance the once off payment for the textbook is r200 family members get a 15 discount, chinese
language classes in san antonio tx area for little kids teens amp adults private mandarin lessons for beginners chinese
tutoring immersion programs for preschoolers elementary school middle high school students in bexar county, how to
learn chinese by yourself start with an easy and free online course we have adopted an objective and efficient approach to
learn how to speak a language easily and quickly we suggest you to start by memorizing words phrases and practical
expressions that you can use in everyday life and that will be useful when traveling getting used to pronounce words out
loud numbers for example, learn all english skills with our qualified teachers in small groups our english courses in
singapore teach you all the way to speak english fluently english classes for adults school of language intl pte ltd, for the
full lesson on self introduction options in chinese you can join us here https goo gl fjc2mg chinese people believe that they should show respect when asking about others names, observed in studies of both adults and children who were native speakers native speakers learn the orthographic form of chinese characters after they already know most of the phonological expressions and their meanings second language learners do not have this language foundation but rather acquire the language along with the writing system, all of our language courses at sprachcaffe whether intensive individual lessons or exam prep courses are designed to combine a cultural holiday with a language learning experience the idea is to use your language course to enhance your holiday and your holiday to enhance your language course, our chinese language course suits executives or busy adult learners who want to effectively learn mandarin chinese especially for business your mandarin lessons taught by professional native chinese teachers will be tailored to match your interests and learning objectives all our mandarin lessons are taught virtually using zoom allowing learners to video chat with the teacher while, the best language learning apps for kids help both kids and adults have fun and unlock their language learning potential here are 6 of the best ones out there childhood it s a time of wonderment fun and inexplicably sticky hands once you re an adult you may find yourself reminiscing about childhood but you can never go back, this article lists 25 of the best lesson plans for teaching mandarin chinese lesson plans for chinese students from the elementary level to the advanced level are provided it is a great resource of mandarin chinese teachers and learners articles and lesson plans included have detailed information on how to teach mandarin chinese and on how to learn mandarin chinese, the best way to begin learning cantonese or mandarin will be to take regular classes with professional instructors there are numerous opportunities to find formal instruction in cantonese and mandarin notably in hong kongs universities most of which offer language classes, be introduced to chinas dynamic business environment and culture and learn the necessary chinese to kick start your career in china available at all levels our business chinese courses teach chinese language through a variety of relevant business topics in the chinese context, learn chinese for beginners from peking university nowadays there is an increasing number of people who are interested in chinese culture and language and it is useful to know about the language when coming to china for travel or business, our beginner chinese language course for adults aims to build up a strong foundation for you teaching you the basics of chinese language as we believe that the beginners level is the most
crucial stage in your journey of Chinese language learning as a professional language provider in Singapore. What you can expect from our beginner Chinese course (144 hours, 4 terms) is this: interest in Chinese language is growing around the world as developments in transport and communications make this planet seem a smaller place. Chinese language use worldwide mandates Standard Chinese as the most used mother tongue on the planet with over 800 million native speakers. The two world languages with over a billion users are English and Mandarin. Pandatree provides online foreign language tutoring sessions for kids. Our tutors are handpicked and carefully screened so you'll have the confidence your kids are actually learning. Pandatree currently offers online tutoring sessions for Mandarin Chinese and Spanish. We offer private live one-on-one Mandarin Chinese lessons for adults that will help you achieve your specific Chinese learning goals. Our Chinese courses are based on your level, pace, and learning style. Tell us your Chinese learning goals and we will design a personalized and professional study plan for you.

The Confucius Institute at Maryland offers Chinese language courses at all levels from beginner to advanced and for students with specialized needs such as learning Chinese at an accelerated pace or for business transactions. Please connect to the 2019 registration form for adult classes below. Types of classes include:

- BBC Languages: Learn Chinese in your own time and have fun with a guide to languages. Surprising and revealing facts about the Chinese language.
- Reading and Writing Mandarin Chinese: Resources although I consider listening and speaking to be the foundation of language acquisition, the importance of reading and writing cannot be understated. Learning to read Chinese can be intimidating with its plethora of hnz lit. It's easier to learn Mandarin Chinese as a second language when you're living with the native speakers and experiencing the culture firsthand.

Choose the 1-on-1 intensive Chinese language program at our school to learn Mandarin at your own pace and to customize your Chinese lesson content to fit your goals. From her work experience at Time Warner, Shao Ting is also a seasoned English Chinese translator. Her work most recently appeared in official and visitors literature during 2011 APEC. Shao Ting's love for teaching the Chinese language and culture kindled the idea of a Chinese language learning center in Hawaii. When you start to learn Chinese language you will notice a few similarities between the structures of the Chinese language and those of English. In fact, the basic sentence pattern in Chinese language is the same as that in English. At the Language Learning Institute, we offer a variety of language learning programs for children and young adults whether you would like to...
introduce your child to French, Italian, Mandarin, Chinese, or Spanish at a young age. Further develop their skills or improve academic performance in any of these languages. We have a language learning program, Chinese4EU, which is a Chinese e-learning course for beginners who want to learn basic Chinese or Chinese in a business environment. Our Chinese e-learning course is completely free of charge. Chinese4EU is an e-learning course for all Europeans. Learn Chinese in Singapore at Inlingua School of Languages. In Singapore, we offer full-time and part-time Chinese language courses. You can learn Chinese in a group or individually. You can study general communication skills, business Chinese, or prepare for an international language proficiency test. Chinese is a very rewarding language to learn and it's a lot easier than you may realize. Not only is learning Chinese a rewarding process that opens doors for your career, it also enables you to make meaningful connections with the people around you. Whether you're on your travels in China or in your local community at home, Mandarin classes online Chinese language learning for kids, teens, adults, business Mandarin courses for professionals, private Chinese teacher tutors for beginners, intermediate, and advanced levels. Learn Chinese on the internet by distance learning. Conversational Mandarin Chinese for adults in Singapore. From basic Mandarin to advanced Mandarin, there are many new classes starting in every month. Please join us today to learn and appreciate the beauty of Chinese language and culture. Looking for the best place to learn conversational Chinese in Singapore? If you would like more individual, learn Chinese in a group or 1 on 1 with Thats Mandarin in Beijing, Shanghai, or Shenzhen. We offer Chinese lessons taught by professional Chinese teachers in China. If coming to China to learn Chinese is not an option, our online Chinese course is the perfect option to learn Chinese anytime anywhere. Learn Mandarin in Singapore with Chinese language courses taught by native teachers using Hanban accredited syllabus. Enroll in Chinese Edge's Mandarin classes in Singapore. Take conversational Chinese courses for a good foundation in language skills and improve your proficiency in Chinese. Check out our comprehensive Chinese Mandarin learning app Lingo which contains 105 lessons with grammar notes, thousands of words, and high-quality audio. Chinese Mandarin grammar. The Chinese you are learning here is the official language of China, which is also called Mandarin Chinese. Learn Chinese in Singapore through SkillsFuture credit eligible courses. Our group lessons are taught by native Chinese teachers using China Hanban accredited syllabus. Free trial classes and assessment available for all levels of Chinese learning. Contact us 66998427 or 87970995. Children learn languages quickly and
effortlessly adults slowly and painfully this is an idea ive seen or heard so many times that i feel its time to write something about it the notion that children are better language learners across the board is simply wrong you might be too lazy but, chinese lessons for adults academic research has shown that individualized instruction ii can be very effective in chinese language acquisition for adult learners whether you want to learn to speak chinese to do business in china travel to china or prepare for a chinese exam we guarantee that you can learn chinese that is relevant to your
Chinese Language Courses for Adults Sprachcaffe
April 16th, 2019 - Immersing yourself in the fascinating charm of the Chinese culture whilst learning the Chinese language and enjoying an unforgettable holiday Language students may choose from a variety of different Chinese courses We offer courses for beginners standard and advanced courses group and individual courses and even extended length courses

Chinese Books Learn Chinese Adult Learners
April 18th, 2019 - ChinaSprout promotes learning of Chinese language and culture by providing Chinese and English books relating to Chinese language Chinese test Chinese food Chinese zodiac Chinese symbols Chinese music Chinese tea Chinese calligraphy Chinese New Year Moon Festival Spring Festival Dragon Boat Festival and Chinese Arts We also sell Chinese crafts Chinese clothes and silk clothing

Learn Chinese in Singapore Mandarin Language Courses
April 17th, 2019 - Linda Mandarin is an excellent Chinese language school that offers high quality and professional Mandarin courses to help people who are interested in learning the language With outstanding teachers and a wide variety of courses available you will be able to master the Chinese language in Singapore

BBC Learn Chinese with free online lessons
April 16th, 2019 - Learn how to speak the Chinese language with Chinese classes courses and audio and video in Chinese including phrases Chinese characters pinyin pronunciation grammar resources lessons and

CHINESE LANGUAGE LEARNING FOR ADULTS MasterComm
April 17th, 2019 - CHINESE LANGUAGE LEARNING FOR ADULTS Integrated Chinese for AP Chinese One of the most popular college level textbook series Integrated Chinese helps you understand how the Chinese language works grammatically and how to use Chinese in real life Materials within Integrated Chinese are divided into sections of listening speaking reading

Adult Chinese Language Spring 2019 China Institute
April 15th, 2019 - Adult Chinese Language – Spring 2019 Spring Registration is Now Open – Classes Start on April 8 China Institute’s immersive group classes led by experienced language teachers offer a wide range of Chinese language courses at every proficiency level from beginner to advanced

Learning Chinese for Beginners PDF DigMandarin
April 18th, 2019 - Learning Chinese for Beginners PDF It is not easy to know How and Where to start learning a new language DigMandarin is an expert and specialist at the best ways to learn Mandarin Chinese with a large amount of learning resources materials tips and suggestions for beginners as well as intermediate and even expert students

Learn Chinese free for beginners kids and adults Apps
April 14th, 2019 - How to Learn Chinese The Chinese game for beginners kids amp adults Free Lessons and exercises to practice read write and speak this language by yourself 4 activities and exam test for each topic 36 topics and 3 levels Basic Alphabet letters Numbers Colors Verbs Food … Intermediate Week Days Animals Clothes Body …

Learn Mandarin The best basic Mandarin toolkit
April 16th, 2019 - Learn basic Mandarin with Fluenz founder Sonia Gil With this lesson you will learn what you will need to survive on your first day abroad Click here to learn more about the Fluenz method www

6 Shockingly Good Apps for Learning Mandarin Chinese
December 29th, 2014 - These days there is an app for just about everything So it isn’t a surprise at all that there are apps for learning Mandarin Chinese Can they really help Heck yes Especially if you know what you need and get the right app with the best fit—which we guide you through in this post Shopping

Chinese Language Learning Center Adult Private Chinese
April 18th, 2019 - Chinese Language Learning Center Hawaii ??? ??? ???? ?? xia wei yi zhong wu xue xi zhong xin

Learning Mandarin Chinese ThoughtCo
April 15th, 2019 - Mandarin Chinese is a difficult language to learn especially given its unintuitive pronunciations and use of characters rather than an alphabet system. Learning Chinese can be a daunting idea and often many beginner students don't know where to start.

**Top 5 Recommended Books for Chinese Beginners**

April 18th, 2019 - For Chinese beginners, a good textbook can be as important as a good teacher. From a good textbook about Chinese learning, the Chinese beginners can not only learn Chinese in a more exact way but also learn Chinese in a more effective way. The following 5 books are very popular among Chinese beginners.

**Learn Chinese Singapore Yi Mandarin language school**

April 18th, 2019 - Want to learn Mandarin Singapore offers no better place than our Chinese language school located smack in the heartbeat of Orchard Road. Our programmes are designed with great care and taught in small group class for better learning experience. Learn Chinese in Singapore at Yi Mandarin. Find out more.

**Chinese Language Mandarin Live Lingua**

April 15th, 2019 - Chinese is not a phonetic language and the characters do not bear any resemblance to actual pronunciation. Chinese is often referred to as a language of pictographs. There are about 56,000 characters but the vast majority of these are archaic. It is commonly felt that a well-educated contemporary Chinese might know and use between 6,000 and 8,000.

**Adult Mandarin Classes Pretoria Chinese School**

April 18th, 2019 - Currently we have 2 Chinese teachers available and 3 existing adult classes with different levels. The fee for adult classes in 2018 will be R1,500.00 for every 10 weeks. 2 hours a lesson which must be paid in advance. The once off payment for the textbook is R200. Family members get a 15% discount.

**Chinese Language School San Antonio TX for kids adults**

April 16th, 2019 - Chinese language classes in San Antonio TX area for little kids, teens, and adults. Private Mandarin lessons for beginners, Chinese tutoring, immersion programs for preschoolers, elementary school, middle school, high school students, and Bexar County.

**Learn Chinese online Free Chinese lessons**

April 17th, 2019 - How to learn Chinese by yourself. Start with an easy and free online course. We have adopted an objective and efficient approach to learn how to speak a language easily and quickly. We suggest you to start by memorizing words, phrases, and practical expressions that you can use in everyday life and that will be useful when traveling. Getting used to pronounce words out loud. For example.

**English Classes for Adults School of Language Intl PTE LTD**

April 16th, 2019 - Learn all English skills with our qualified teachers in small groups. Our English courses in Singapore teach you all the way to speak English fluently. English Classes for Adults School of Language Intl PTE LTD.

**Beginner Chinese Self Introduction Part 1**

April 18th, 2019 - For the full lesson on self-introduction options in Chinese, you can join us here. https://goo.gl/FJC2mg. Chinese people believe that they should show respect when asking about others names.

**Threshold style processing of Chinese characters for adult**

April 17th, 2019 - observed in studies of both adults and children who were native speakers. Native speakers learn the orthographic form of Chinese characters after they already know most of the phonological expressions and their meanings. Second language learners do not have this language foundation but rather acquire the language along with the writing system.

**Adult Language Courses Abroad Sprachcaffe**

April 15th, 2019 - All of our language courses at Sprachcaffe whether intensive individual lessons or exam prep courses are designed to combine a cultural holiday with a language learning experience. The idea is to use your language course to enhance your holiday and your holiday to enhance your language course.
Chinese Language Course Mandarin Lessons for Executives
April 13th, 2019 - Our Chinese language course suits executives or busy adult learners who want to effectively learn Mandarin Chinese especially for business. Your Mandarin lessons taught by professional native Chinese teachers will be tailored to match your interests and learning objectives. All our Mandarin lessons are taught virtually using Zoom allowing learners to video chat with the teacher while.

The 6 Best Language Learning Apps for Kids Bring Out the
July 12th, 2017 - The best language learning apps for kids help both kids and adults have fun and unlock their language learning potential. Here are 6 of the best ones out there. Childhood is a time of wonderment fun and inexplicably sticky hands. Once you're an adult, you may find yourself reminiscing about childhood but you can never go back.

Learning and Teaching Mandarin Chinese A Collection of
April 14th, 2019 - This article lists 25 of the best lesson plans for teaching Mandarin Chinese. Lesson plans for Chinese students from the elementary level to the advanced level are provided. It is a great resource for Mandarin Chinese teachers and learners. Articles and lesson plans included have detailed information on how to teach Mandarin Chinese and on how to learn Mandarin Chinese.

Hong Kong Guide Learning Chinese Programs and tips
March 23rd, 2019 - The best way to begin learning Cantonese or Mandarin will be to take regular classes with professional instructors. There are numerous opportunities to find formal instruction in Cantonese and Mandarin notably in Hong Kong's universities. Most of which offer language classes.

Adult Courses Mandarin House
April 16th, 2019 - Be introduced to China's dynamic business environment and culture and learn the necessary Chinese to kick start your career in China. Available at all levels, our business Chinese courses teach Chinese language through a variety of relevant business topics in the Chinese context.

Chinese for Beginners Coursera
April 18th, 2019 - Learn Chinese for Beginners from Peking University. Nowadays there is an increasing number of people who are interested in Chinese culture and language. And it is useful to know about the language when coming to China for travel or business.

Chinese Language Course For Adults Lessons For Beginners
April 12th, 2019 - Our Beginner Chinese Language Course for adults aims to build up a strong foundation for you teaching you the basics of Chinese Language as we believe that the beginner's level is the most crucial stage in your journey of Chinese Language learning. As a professional language provider in Singapore, what you can expect from our Beginner Chinese Course. 144 hours, 4 terms is this.

Chinese Language Learn Chinese Chinese Lessons
April 16th, 2019 - Interest in Chinese language is growing around the world as developments in transport and communications make this planet seem a smaller place. Chinese Language Use Worldwide. Mandarin standard Chinese is the most used mother tongue on the planet with over 800 million native speakers. The two world languages with over a billion users are English and Mandarin.

PandaTree Online Foreign Language Learning
April 16th, 2019 - PandaTree provides online foreign language tutoring sessions for kids. Our tutors are handpicked and carefully screened so you'll have the confidence your kids are actually learning. PandaTree currently offers online tutoring sessions for Mandarin Chinese and Spanish.

Chinese Classes for Adults mandarinchineseschool.com
April 11th, 2019 - We offer private live one on one Mandarin Chinese lessons for adults that will help you achieve your specific Chinese learning goals. Our Chinese courses are based on your level pace and learning style. Tell us your Chinese learning goals and we will design a personalized and professional study plan for you.
Chinese Language Classes for Adults Global Maryland
April 14th, 2019 - The Confucius Institute at Maryland offers Chinese language courses at all levels from beginner to advanced and for students with specialized needs such as learning Chinese at an accelerated pace or for business transactions Please connect to the 2019 registration form for adult classes below Types of Classes

BBC Languages Chinese A Guide to Chinese 10 facts
April 14th, 2019 - BBC Languages Learn Chinese in your own time and have fun with A Guide to Languages Surprising and revealing facts about the Chinese language key phrases to get started details on the Chinese

111 Mandarin Chinese Resources You Wish You Knew – I Will
April 17th, 2019 - 2 Reading amp Writing Mandarin Chinese Resources Although I consider listening and speaking to be the foundation of language acquisition the important of reading and writing cannot be understated Learning to read Chinese can be intimidating with its plethora of ???? hánzì lit

Learn Chinese In Shanghai Chinese Language Courses For
April 18th, 2019 - It’s easier to learn Mandarin Chinese as a second language when you’re living with the native speakers and experiencing the culture firsthand Choose the 1 on 1 intensive Chinese language program at our school to learn Mandarin at your own pace and to customize your Chinese lesson content to fit your goals

Chinese Language Learning Center About Our Chinese
April 9th, 2019 - From her work experience at Time Warner Shao Ting is also a seasoned English Chinese translator Her work most recently appeared in official and visitors literature during 2011 APEC Shao Ting s love for teaching the Chinese language and culture kindled the idea a Chinese language learning center in Hawaii

FREE Chinese Language Materials at eChineseLearning
April 18th, 2019 - When you start to learn Chinese language you will notice a few similarities between the structures of the Chinese language and those of English In fact the basic sentence pattern in Chinese language S V O is the same as that in English

Language Lessons amp Classes for Kids amp Young Adults near
April 17th, 2019 - At the Language Learning Institute we offer a variety of language learning programs for children and young adults Whether you would like to introduce your child to French Italian Mandarin Chinese or Spanish at a young age further develop their skills or improve academic performance in any of these languages we have a language learning

Learn basic Chinese for beginners Chinese online learning
April 14th, 2019 - Chinese4eu is a Chinese e learning course Chinese for beginners who want to learn basic Chinese or Chinese in business environment Our Chinese e learning course is completely free of charge Chinese4eu is an e learning course for all Europeans

Learn Chinese in Singapore at inlingua School of Languages
April 17th, 2019 - Learn Chinese in Singapore At inlingua School of Languages in Singapore we offer full time and part time Chinese language courses You can learn Chinese in a group or individually You can study general communication skills business Chinese or prepare for an international language proficiency test

Learn Chinese From Scratch The Ultimate Guide For Beginners
April 17th, 2019 - Chinese is a very rewarding language to learn and it’s a lot easier than you may realize Not only is learning Chinese is a rewarding process that opens doors for your career it also enables you to make meaningful connections with the people around you be it on your travels in China or in your local community at home

Mandarin classes online Chinese language learning for
April 16th, 2019 - Mandarin classes online Chinese language learning for kids amp teens adults business Mandarin courses for professionals Private Chinese teacher tutor for beginners intermediate amp advanced levels learn Chinese on the internet by distance learning
School of Language Learn Conversational Mandarin Chinese
April 16th, 2019 - Conversational Mandarin Chinese for Adults in Singapore from Basic Mandarin to Advanced Mandarin. There are many new classes starting every month. Please join us today to learn and appreciate the beauty of Chinese language and culture. Looking for the best place to learn conversational Chinese in Singapore? If you would like more individual lessons, we have options for that as well.

Learn Chinese in China That's Mandarin Language School
April 17th, 2019 - Learn Chinese in a group or 1 on 1 with That’s Mandarin in Beijing, Shanghai, or Shenzhen. We offer Chinese lessons taught by professional Chinese teachers in China. If coming to China to learn Chinese is not an option, our online Chinese course is the perfect option to learn Chinese anytime anywhere.

Chinese Language Course Learn Mandarin in Singapore

Learn Chinese Mandarin Free Chinese Mandarin Lessons
April 16th, 2019 - Check out our comprehensive Chinese Mandarin learning App L Lingo which contains 105 lessons with grammar notes, thousands of words and high quality audio. Chinese Mandarin Grammar: The Chinese you are learning here is the official language of China which is also called Mandarin Chinese.

SkillsFuture Credit eligible Chinese Language Courses
April 11th, 2019 - Learn Chinese in Singapore through SkillsFuture credit eligible courses. Our group lessons are taught by Native Chinese teachers using China Hanban accredited syllabus. Free Trial classes and assessment available for all levels of Chinese learning. Contact us 66998427 or 87970995.

You might be too lazy to learn Chinese but you're not too old
May 2nd, 2013 - Children learn languages quickly and effortlessly. Adults slowly and painfully. This is an idea I’ve seen or heard so many times that I feel it’s time to write something about it. The notion that children are better language learners across the board is simply wrong. You might be too lazy but...

Chinese Lessons for Adults Learn Adult Chinese Online
April 17th, 2019 - Chinese Lessons for Adults. Academic research has shown that individualized instruction can be very effective in Chinese language acquisition for adult learners. Whether you want to learn to speak Chinese to do business in China, travel to China, or prepare for a Chinese exam, we guarantee that you can learn Chinese that is relevant to your
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